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TWS

Sea State

Mast Rake

Rig Tension

Kicker

Ram

Outhaul

Cunningham

Jib Flairleads

 1 – 4 Kts

 FLAT    CHOPPY

 24’ 11” (7595mm)

 400 lbs     300lbs

 None (set for run)

Pull Forward Pull Forward 
30mm 20 mm

To Black Band Ease 20mm

 None

 50mm aft     50mm aft

 5 – 8 Kts

 FLAT    CHOPPY

 24’ 10” (7570mm)

 350lbs     300lb

 None (set for run)

Pull Forward    0 10mm  

Ease 10mm Ease 20mm

 None

 Datum     Datum

 9 – 12 Kts

 FLAT    CHOPPY

 24’ 9” (6850mm)

 350lbs

Tension until 2nd tell tale
stalls 25% of the time

 0    0

 To Black Band

 None

 25mm Fwd     25mm Fwd

 13 – 16 Kts

 ALL SEA STATES

2 4’ 8” / 24’ 7” (7525-7500mm)

 350lbs

Increase tension bit by bit
as the wind increases

 Start to Ease

 To Black Band

 See notes on page 2

 Datum

 17 - 22 + Kts

 ALL SEA STATES

 24’ 7”(7500mm)

 400lbs     350 lbs

On Hard    On Full

 Ease as Required

 To Black Band

 See notes on page 2

 Datum

Sailing Adjustments

Prebend: 25mm with 24’ 10” rake and 350lbs tension on the shrouds

Spreader Length: 420 – 430 mm Epsilon/M2, ‘Spreader rake range FR-3 175mm, FR-4 185mm
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The effect of Cunningham on the mainsail.
The Cunningham has 2 effects on the mainsail. As you 
start to pull it on and the wrinkles disappear the draft 
position moves forward. Ok, most sailors know that, 
but as you increase the tension further it bends the top 
mast flattening the sail and opening the leech. So in 
strong winds when you are well overpowered pull the 
Cunningham hard to help depower the main. You can 
also use this technique on 2 and 3 sail reaches to flatten 
and depower the mainsail as well.

A guide to changing rake as the wind increases.
As the wind increases and you become overpowered 
the aim is to keep the boom in the sector between 
halfway out and all the way out to the gunwhale. This 
is achieved by bending the mast. Once you are on 
the water you can use a combination of Mast Ram, 
Cunningham and Kicker which will bend the mast a 
certain amount but you will also need to increase mast 
rake. This can be achieved by easing the rig tension. 
Mark the jib halyard position for different rake and rig 
tensions as per the matrix, then just ease the tension 
to the desired rake position without changing the 
shroud position and you will be close enough to the 
desired rake but with a slack leeward shroud. You will 
also have extra jib luff sag but that will be an advantage 
rather than a disadvantage in a breeze and the reduced 
tension will help gust response.

Spreader Length and Crew Weight.
If you are sailing with a lighter than average all up crew 
weight try shortening the spreaders. For 26 stone helm 
and crew 10cm shorter than the set up guide on page 1, 
30cm shorter for 22 stone In winds gusting over 25kts 
heavier crews can also benefit from shortening their 
spreaders. 
 
 
 

When not to use lots of kicker  
(also see guide to changing rake on page 2)
If its a strong gusty day and the water is flat(ish), the 
sort normally found with an offshore breeze. Use less 
kicker so that the boom can be kept between the 
centreline and the gunwhale, even in the big gusts. This 
will enable you to point higher in the lulls and the boat 
will be much easier to control in the gusts without a 
loss of speed.

Fairlead Position/Jib sheeting Angle
The FJ-2 genoas are a little flatter than the class’s 
current trend and therefore the fairleads work best 
towards the forward end of the jib tracks and the “da-
tum” mentioned in the matrix will be a little forward of 
the centre of the track. The SJ-1 Jib’s optimum sheeting 
angle is towards the back of the cockpit coaming. To 
achieve this attach a block to the deck or have a float-
ing block inside the boat.


